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Abstract: In the current world of Technology, wireless sensor communication technology places the major role that led us the innovative idea of using new technology for many applications. This network is applied in many application areas such as in military, agricultural, health care, environmental monitoring, industry, natural disaster prevention, wildlife tracking system, building monitoring, space exploration, security, entertainment, seismic detection, care of the dependent people, and emergency management, dam monitoring, traffic management, and many other areas. There are challenges in providing a reliable data delivery in these applications, such as unique network topology, diverse applications, small message size, resource constraints frequent node failure and congestion. The main objective of this thesis is to improve reliable data transport protocol for wireless sensor network. In order to achieve reliability of data by detecting and recovering lost packet, by making survey on existing reliable data transport protocols, approaches and identified RMST (Reliable Multi-Segment Transport protocol) as best protocol for reliability and lastly make a survey on queue theory. The novel approach, which is named as EERMST (Energy Efferent Reliable Multi-Segment Transport protocol) has developed by hybrid (EACK and NACK), based loss detection, and recovery mechanism to grant reliability. In addition, a novel queue approach has introduced to avoid congestion in multi hop communication. Finally, new approach was tested, and evaluated with different metrics on Tinyos 2.1.x, with Five, Ten Micaz mote, meyer-heavy.txt full noisy file, in 50, 100 ms, and TOSSIM simulator on system application. From the analysis result, the end-to-end delay of EERMST was closer to NACK not more than 0.00046ms but ACK has more delay, which is 0.00231 ms. The delivery ratio of ACK is more and somewhat closer with EERMST but has more packet delay. Generally, the EERMST has less packet delay and more packet delivery ratio than the other protocols.
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1. Introduction

In the current world of Technology, wireless communication technology places the major role that led us the innovative idea of using new technology for many applications. A Wireless Sensor Network is a wireless network technology consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors. These network has the potential to change the way of living in many applications areas such as military, health care, agriculture, environmental monitoring, industry, natural disaster prevention, wildlife tracking system, building monitoring, space exploration, security, entertainment, seismic detection, care of the dependent people, emergency management, dam monitoring, traffic management, and many other areas[1,2,3].

In wireless sensor network, a large number of sensor nodes continually sense data from the environment and the critical event data need to be reliably delivered to the sink. The sink receives all the information from these sensor nodes, processes it, and sends them to the end user. Therefore, given the nature of error prone wireless links, presence of moving nodes, frequent node failure, unique network topology, diverse applications, small message size, resource constraints, and congestion affects reliable transfer of data from resource constrained sensor nodes to the sink are the major challenges in wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the design of sensor network is application specific and different applications have different reliability requirements. Applications like habitat monitoring [4], periodic collection of environmental parameters like temperature, humidity etc. can tolerate a loss in data packets.

However, in event detection sensor networks critical information pertaining to the event has to be reliably transported to the central base station. Examples of event detection applications includes tsunami monitoring for detecting tsunamis in advance and issue warnings to prevent loss of life and damage. Border surveillance monitoring for detecting the attack of enemy forces, Health care monitoring to detect abnormal patient behavior, forest fire monitoring to detect and set an alarm if a fire starts somewhere in the monitored area. In addition, tracking and inventory management using sensors with RFID readers mounted on them to detect presence and location of objects, provides information regarding the condition of the object carrying the sensors [5]. Wireless sensor network has many unique characteristics such as unique network topology, diverse applications [6], small message size, traffic characteristics, and resource constraints usually having limited resources, including low computation capability, small memory size, low communication bandwidth, and finite, and an rechargeable battery [7]. Because of this resource constraint, using traditional transport protocols, which is TCP/UDP, is not implemented on wireless sensor network. The main objective of this research was to improve transport protocol for reliable data transfer. (a) to explore Wireless sensor network, architecture and its unique characteristics (b) to study and analyze the problem of reliable data communication in wireless sensor networks, (c) To compare and contrast different reliable transport protocols in wireless
sensor network in order to select the one that fits with our scenario, (d) to study queue theory in wireless sensor network, analyze the problem and develop an new de-queue algorithm, (e) to Simulate, analyze, and evaluate the performance.

2. Proposed Solution

Wireless sensor networks should be designed with an eye to energy conservation, congestion control, and reliability in data dissemination, security, and management, which often involve in one or several layers of the hierarchical protocol. Providing reliable data delivery and congestion control takes place on transport layer. Due to unique network topology, diverse applications, small message size, unique characteristics, frequent node failure and resource constraints. The proposed transport protocol should require the following:

1) The protocol should be able to provide robustness to the network and be able to adapt to different scenarios, such as node failure and route changes.

2) Fairness: In wireless sensor network, most of the data flows are transmitted from many sensor nodes that deployed in physical environment to a sink node. In such a multi-hop many-to-one, routing structure nodes deployed far from the sink are not equal in message delivery, which can often result in unfairness. The packets deliveries of nodes far away from the sink have a higher possibility to get lost during transmission than packets from closer sink nodes.

3) Energy Efficiency: a sensor node usually has limited energy. For this reason, it is most important to be considered here for designing a transport protocol to keep high-energy efficiency in order to prolong the network lifetime.

4) The proposed protocol is applicable in multi-hop network architecture, in which a sensor node transmits its sensed data toward the sink via one or more intermediate nodes, in order to maximize the packet delivery and reduce the energy consumption for communication.

The improved protocol, which named as EERMST (energy-efficient reliable multi-segment transport protocol). Beside this, the novel method that uses hybrid (Explicit Acknowledgement and Negative acknowledgement) lost packet recovery mechanism is introduced. The Explicit Acknowledgment checks the last/single packet in the transmission is successfully delivered or not. If the packet is lost within predetermined period the sender retransmits the lost packet. These mechanisms to handle single or last packet lost problem and to solve all packet in the communication lost which provides highest reliability guarantee in addition to Negative acknowledgement. In addition, a novel new queue management approach is introduced to solve the accumulated delay at each hop and to limit the congestion due to sudden happening of an event. This queue management approach is by giving higher priority for retransmission packet rather than new incoming data or old data (routed data) in the queue. Thus, it improves the energy consumption, improves network performance, higher reliability guaranty, increase the network lifetime, and reduces congestion. The state diagram as illustrated in Figure 2.2, describes how proposed hop-hop reliable data delivery protocol works and the following steps shows how protocol proceeds.

1) Sense and send physical phenomenon
2) For new packets set EACK=NACK=0
3) Intermediate nodes stores packet and process data aggregation

---

**Figure 2.1:** The architecture of reliable proposed protocol
4) On successful reception, sink (intermediate) sends EACK=1, NACK=0 towards in reverse direction to sender and the sender deletes packet from its buffer.

5) On unsuccessful reception, sink (intermediate) sends EACK=0, NACK=1 towards in reverse direction to sender with lost packet_id, sequence number. The sender resends the lost packet from its buffer.

Figure 2.2: State diagram for proposed protocol

**Congestion control**
Congestion can occur in wireless sensor networks due to several reasons: interference between concurrent data transmissions, the addition or removal of sensor nodes in the network, or bursts of messages because of the occurrence of some events [9][10]. Congestion in the network can lead to two serious outcomes. As congestion spreads, buffer drops will increase quickly and become the dominant reason for packet loss. Significant delay can also be observed when congestion occurs.

**Congestion Detection**
Used to detect congestion in sensor networks based on the observation that congestion can result in excessive queuing and based on the number of times the channel is sensed busy, a utilization factor can be calculated to deduce the congestion level of the network.

**Congestion Notification**
When network congestion is detected, the congestion notification information needs to be conveyed from the congested nodes to their neighbors or to the source nodes or destination nodes.

**Rate Adjustment**:
A straightforward way of alleviating congestion is to simply stop sending packets into the network, or to send at a lower rate. The rate adjustment decision can be made by the congested nodes themselves, by a node outside the congested area (sink node), or by a predetermined policy.

**Sender Operation**
The sender (sensor node) sends any sensed packet to receiver, before sending the packet, it first examines the existence of retransmission packet in the queue. If there is retransmission packet, sender chooses the packet into higher priority in order to retransmission first. If the packet is being transmitted for the first time, and the sender knows that it will be sending new packet to receiver until end of the last end packet and sends EACK for last packet and wait for EACK and NACK. In the latter case, the sender will not send any new data packet until it gets an EACK back for last packet. If NACK value=1, it resends the packet.

**Receiver operation**
When a packet is received from the sender, the receiver accepts the packet and stores the packet in to his or her own cache. If the packet is successfully received, it acknowledges NACK=0 and EACK=1 value to back ward direction, on other hand, if there is one or more missed packet, it acknowledges NACK=1 and EACK=0 with missed packet_id and sequence number. The packets that have acknowledge EACK=0 were dropped from the sender’s queue. **Algorithm 2**, Modified algorithm to improve reliable transfer of multiple messages by using hybrid EACK/NACK based loss detection and recovery.
2.1. Experimental Environment Setup

The proposed protocol is implemented in the network embedded systems C (nesC) programming language and the TinyOS operating system. nesC is a component based event-driven programming language based on the C programming language. TinyOS is an open source component-based operating environment written in nesC and TOSSIM for discrete event simulator for TinyOS sensor networks. The MicaZ wireless sensor motes are used for our experiments. Each MicaZ mote has an ATMEL 7.37 MHz ATMega128L, low power 8-bit micro-controller with 128 KB of program memory, 512 KB measurement serial flash data memory, and 4 KB EEPROM. It uses Chipcon CC2420 radio, a single-chip IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio frequency transceiver operating at 2.4 GHz, and is capable of transmitting at 250 kbps. The meyer-heavy.txt noise trace file and topology file. The Experimental parameters are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Values of Simulation Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sensor Nodes</td>
<td>5,10,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sink Nodes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending Interval</td>
<td>50,1000 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Size</td>
<td>2 Byte (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>250 kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Message Type</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation runs</td>
<td>TinyOS 2.1.x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Experimental Design

In order to demonstrate the impact of different parameters to the performance of the proposed approach, all of the experiments in this study are conducted by varying network topology, internal noise level as well as external. Each of the sensor nodes is programmed to create data packets and send them as well receive packet from its upstream neighbor, to its downstream neighbor. Each sensor node creates a new data packet every 1000 ms.
The implementation of this proposed EERMST protocol is implemented on system of sensor node, which would sense temperature and transport this data to destination and applications, which detects the movement of object in a certain place to protect disaster. The role of EERMST has implemented at the time of transportation of data over network. If the radio strength between the motes is stronger than noise, data is delivered from source to destination. Otherwise, the packet is going to be lost or takes more time to deliver. In addition, in real environment there are many noises caused by interference or multipath effect. For example, waves can be reflected in building can be a noise have been included in the simulation result. From the result, all motes are powered on at the same time and the sink node enforces to start data monitoring session at the same time. Finally the motes responds it data to sink node. The Figure 2.4 displays simulation result.
2.3. Performance Evaluation Metrics

In the experiments, the following metrics are considered when analyzing the performance of the proposed protocol:

2.3.1 End-to-End Delay: The end-to-end delay is measured as the interval between the generation of a data packet at its source and the reception of that packet at the sink. The end-to-end delay shows the average amount of time it takes for the network to deliver a data packet from a particular source node to the sink.

\[
\text{End-to-End-Delay} = \sum \frac{\text{Packet Arrival Time} - \text{Sent Packet Time}}{\text{Total number of Connection Pair}}
\]  

(1)

2.3.2 Link Delay: The link delay measures the interval from when a packet is created at the sender to the time it is received at the next hop receiver.

2.3.3 Delivery Ratio

It is defined as the ratio of the number of unique packets successfully received at the sink to the number of packets forwarded by the sources. This illustrates the level of delivered packet to the destination. Equation (2) shows the delivery ratio calculation.

\[
\text{Delivery Ratio} = \frac{\sum \text{Number of packet received}}{\sum \text{Number of packet send}}
\]  

(2)

2.3.4 Resend Rate

As the name indicates, the resend rate is a measure of the frequency of retransmissions by a node. The resend rate for each sensor node is calculated as the number of resent data packets divided by the total number of data packets sent by the node. A higher resend rate indicates that more of the senders’ transmissions at the link are unsuccessful. Since retransmitting packets may cause higher waiting time in the transmission queue, the resend rate has significant impact on both the end-to-end delay and the link delay.

2.4. Result and Discussion

2.4.1. Analysis of End-to-End Delay

This metric is important to know how long time for each packet to reach from its source to destination. The proposed algorithm (EERMST) which is the combination of two loss recovery approaches compared with each ACK, NACK loss detection, and recovery mechanism. The experiment tests the performance of ACK, NACK approach with the same 50 and 100 ms timer in order to manage the expiry of time and having five, ten nodes with the same gain value of -30.0 dBm. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 depicts the result of the simulation, which shows end-to-end delay of three protocols. In the ACK protocol, each data packet requires acknowledgement and the new data packet cannot be sent until the previous sent was acknowledged by receiver, in addition it assures each packet delivery however has more delay than other. In NACK protocol, only the lost data packet requires acknowledgment. The hybrid proposed protocol is compared with NACK in 50 and 100 ms timer, the performance results in the NACK 50 and 100 ms experiment are closer to the result of new approach. However, resend rate is low compared with two experiments. In these approaches, the new data packet cannot be sent until the receiver acknowledged previous sent packet with in sending interval. The analysis result of proposed approach shows that, each sensor node is started monitoring session twelve times roundly. From these rounds, only two nodes required resending the missing packet from its local buffer and the other nodes delivers their packet effectively.

![End to End delay between EERMST Vs NACK](image_url)

Figure 2.5: End-to-End delay between EERMST Vs NACK
2.4.2. Analysis of Link Delay
This metric used to know how long time the packet to reach from source node to next hop. To evaluate the performance of our protocol, the experiment tested on fixed network size with varying the internal noise level having 30, 40, 50, 60, 30 respectively. The average delays to deliver a packet from source to next hop have computed in the results that obtained from the experiment. The result shows that, the delay increase as noise level increase. As would be expected, more packet loss will happen when increasing noise and it will extend the delivery delay.

2.4.3. Analysis of Delivery Ratio:
As stated in chapter two, many applications need success especially in critical based events, which depends upon reliable delivery of events. Delivery ratio represents an important metric to estimate reliability. The packet delivery ratios for a network size of 5, 10, and 15 nodes have demonstrated and it shows that similar delivery ratio result except with varying noise level. Each node has sent 200 number of packet sent and the sink node can received from the sent packet as shown in Figure 2.7. The proposed EERMST and ACK achieves good packet delivery ratio in all scenarios with highest noise level than other NACK protocols. They also have a best packet delivery ratio with light noise.

3. Future Work
The major functions of transport control protocols are congestion control, guaranteeing of reliability and energy conservation. There are different existing protocols studied to achieve theses functionalities. The existing protocols focuses are only either congestion or reliability guarantee in uni-direction (upstream or downstream), and none of them settles congestion control and reliability simultaneously in both directions. In addition, the application which requires both congestion control and reliability guarantee, in either (upstream or downstream). Therefore, an adaptive mechanism is required to support packet reliability and congestion control in both directions. The developed queue algorithm was not implemented, for future; it needs implementation and evaluation of algorithm.

4. Conclusion
This thesis studded the general overview of wireless sensor network, application areas, network architecture, protocol stuck, operating system used for wireless sensor network. The thesis focuses on reliable data deliver issues in transport layer of protocol. In addition, general issues in designing a reliable data transport protocol for wireless sensor networks have also discussed. The survey is conducted on existing data transport protocols focusing on reliability, control protocols and general issues in designing a reliable data transport protocol for wireless sensor networks. The challenges for providing reliable data delivery are unique network topology, diverse applications, small message size, resource constraints, frequent node failure, and congestion. The hybrid based loss detection and recovery mechanism is designed to provide a solution to last or single packet.
delivery problem in hop-by-hop recovery mechanism and NACK loss detection approach. The novel approach is to introducing timer based Explicit ACK approach to the NACK approach to handle the problem. In addition, a new queue management method is also introduced in order to alleviate and handle congestion control by using priority based queue method by dropping unwanted packet from the communication. Finally, new approach was tested, and evaluated with different metrics on Tinyos 2.1.x, with Five, Tenand fifteen Micaz mote, meyer-heavy.txt full noisy file, in 50, 100 ms, and TOSSIM simulator on system application. From the analysis, end-to-end delay is closer to NACK not more than 0.00046ms but in ACK, its delay is 0.00231 ms. The delivery ratio of ACK is somewhat closer with EERMST but has more packet delay. Generally, the EERMST has less packet delay and more packet delivery ratio than the other protocols.
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